Team Meeting - Week # 27
Date: 07/15/2020
Time: 9:00pm to 10:00 pm

PROTOCOL - Meeting only by Agenda

Officers Team (3 out of 5 Officers)
- Jai
- Swamy
- Padma
- Ram
- Pavithra

EC Team (5 out of 10 EC)
- Arun
- Mohan
- Raj
- Prabhu
- Vinodh
- Poongodi
- Krithika
- Mahendran
- Shawn
✓ Shanker

1. Healthy lifestyle advice from doctors.

Doctors from India panel of 3 will be giving tips for Healthy lifestyle, Food habits and diet, How to balance the life in current situations. Kiruthiga and Rajkumar will work together.
2. Tamil School Competition

Kiruthiga will be planning the date with the education chair and see how many events can be arranged in virtual.

3. Artificial Intelligence.

Kiruthiga and Rajkumar will be working on the dates and time- Vijay Gonapodi will be helping us with free events.

4. Honoring the past presidents

Jay is working on this Date is Aug 15th morning 11.30 till 1pm.
Arranging the past 40 years of presidents will be joining and sharing our knowledge.

5. Volunteer appreciation

Jay- Sep 26th along with all the Volunteers helped GATS for the past 9months.

6. Current team with GB questions

Jay-Current team with GB in Live and answering all our efforts and appreciating all our team members.
Oct 2nd week.

7. 25th week of Tamiley Amudhey.

Jay/Mahe-Oct 5th- Team is planning bigger way

8. GCC committee restart.
Jay- we have to kick start again with the brand new team, Our Ec team is proposing Ezhilan Ramarajan will be leading along with Senior members.
Swami-Thiruvalluvar Statue will be ready by that time, Rajkumar and Shan will be ready to help the process.
Since fetna is coming we are able to generate the money and invest to buy our own land.
Rajkumar/Mohan said a very good idea by the 2020 team.

9. Thamizhe Amudhe Update

Mahendran-18 weeks of Tamiley Amudhey got completed, team is working full fledge to improve the process.

10. Thirukural Neram Update
Mohan/Rajkumar/Arun-We are nearing 200 thirukkural and once 250 reached we may give Medals for maximum number of Kural recited by each student.

11. Kadhai ketkalam Vanga Update

Rajkumar/Poongoodi-Around 18 videos published out of 30, They will come up with a nice promo for the new concepts.

12. Inisai Neram Update

We got an overwhelming response the team size got improved, Around 25 kids got registered for the program.

13. Tech team update

Salesforce UAt testing is happening and will be giving inputs to Cloud Q soon.

14. Education Team update

Kiruthiga will be giving more updates on the Tamil School Competitions soon

15. Charity Update

Covid funds are evenly distributed in the local Atlanta area. Med share event arranged on the weekend Saturday.

16. Resolution passed for Bylaw events will not take place this year.
    Jay Proposed
    Swami and Mohan seconded it.